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Commander’s Message
Paddle craft Smarts P-8
Greetings to all my fellow shipmates.
April is just about complete and the
weather has begun to change to what we all have been waiting for “Warm days and no more Snow”.
Our thoughts now turn to the many Spring jobs that are waiting our attention on the home front. Raking the lawn, and
preparing them for summer growth, putting away the Winter Power tools and tuning up the Lawn mower. Local Mariners
are also hard at work to get the public to come in and look at the many new and used boats that they are offering.
I had the opportunity to participate at the Irwin Marine 99 th ‘Ice Out” open house on Saturday April 14th in Laconia New
Hampshire. Together with Auxiliarists Sean Skillings and Anne Manning our table display of information had a full range
of brochures and other information about Boating Safety, the proper PFD’s, and information regarding the public
education classes that the Auxiliary offers.
Many thanks to Sean and Anne for the invite to join them at this event. The crowd was incredible, as was the food
supplied by Irwin Marine. The owners stopped by and thanked each of us for coming in and talking with their customers
about Boating Safety. The local radio station was broadcasting the event with several “On Air” interviews and we got to
share our story “Live and on-Air” about the importance of being Safe on the water. At the end of the day, we left there
knowing that we got the message out with another job well done.
Thank you to all the Staff and members for your contribution to the Coast Guard and to Flotilla 21.
Semper Paratus
John Byrne FC
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Photos from the April 14 “ICE OUT” Event
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May Flotilla Meeting: Monday,
May 14 – 1900
Guest Speaker: Auxiliarist Alan Atkins
Alan is an attorney and he will review facts and
circumstances and then lead a discussion of a recent case
involving the USCG and fatalities. The facts of the
incident are presented here and all should read this prior
to attending the meeting.

Noteworthy Events
JUNE 9 – WALKING THE WORKING WATER
FRONT.
JULY 9 – FLOTILLA PICNIC FT. WILLIAMS
PARK

Please see attached sheets for case details.

“In reviewing the facts of this case, it is important to understand that under the law which
guided the court, the Coast Guard is authorized to perform any and all acts necessary to rescue
and aid persons and protect and save property. The governing statute does not, however, impose
an affirmative obligation on the Coast Guard to undertake the rescue of persons in
distress. Whether there has been an attempt to render aid is a question of fact in each case. The
key issues are whether, under the facts, the Coast Guard undertook the rescue and, if it did so,
did it do it properly? In the case at hand, the Coast Guard argued vigorously that it did not
attempt to aid the distressed parties. In reviewing the facts of this








If you were the CDO, how would you have responded to the mayday call from the
Morning Dew?
Did the Coast Guard conduct a proper SAR?
What could have been done differently?
Would you hold the Coast Guard responsible for the loss of life and property, and why?
What could the owner of the Morning Dew have done differently?

IMSEP Training

On April 21, Introduction to Marine Safety training was held. It was a valuable training session for anyone wanting to enter
the Marine Safety field within the Auxiliary. Training was provided by Greg Murray and Amanda Anastasia from Sector
Boston. Chief Porter and our very own Susan Polans provided training as well.
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Welcome Aboard
Flotilla 2-1 welcomes the following new members who have transferred to our flotilla:

Anne Manning

Kevin Cady

Allen Jordan
Please make them feel welcome.
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Talk, Talk, TALK!
and That's A Good Thing!
By Judith L. Hudson, District 7 Commodore; Miami, Used by permission

Talk, talk, TALK.
Talking lives, guides facilities, and saves taxpayer dollars. Our District 7 communications services members
provide critical coordination, collaboration, information, data, and connectivity in a wide variety of places and
times. In addition to surface and air patrols, they attend incident management exercises and events, stand watches,
partner with port safety and security personnel, train and assist the active duty Coast Guard in multiple ways, and
provide support to federal and local agencies.
In Miami, Ted Tundidor, communications staff officer for Division 6, inspects all two-way radios, schedules and
coordinates testing, assists in the construction of antennas, tests and certifies communication units, recruits and
trains members, participates in exercises, and practices with such agencies as the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, and local fire and police departments. Ted also tracks where Auxiliary radio units are located and
who the operator is, and ensures that there is a fast-response team with backups.
District 7 also has recreational vehicle units that serve as mobile communications centers. Dan Jacquish owns
one that carries food, water, several radios, fuel, extra cables, lines, tools, batteries and a generator, plus sleeping
quarters. These units become incident command centers in case of emergencies.
At a recent hurricane exercise in District 7, there were months of planning by the active duty and the Auxiliary,
and three different testing sessions. During the weeklong scenario, the equipment and the handling of message
traffic worked well from Homestead, Florida, to Charleston, South Carolina, and along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts.
Lessons learned were that great detail must be mapped as to who is in the communication chain, where they are,
and how the chain works.

Don Wellons, district staff officer for communications, is also national branch chief in the Response Directorate
for the Communications Division. He has been active with communications systems since citizen band radios were
popular back in the 1970s. Don was instrumental in the hurricane exercise planning and coordinating the entire
district communications with the active duty.
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He also drafted the District Auxiliary Radio Contingency Plan, which has been approved by the 7th Coast Guard
District and integrated into its contingency plan. The plan spells out actions to be taken if Coast Guard radio towers
go down. It addresses how to handle distress calls and keep information flowing through the Coast Guard’s
advanced Rescue 21 telecommunications networks.
In February 2017, Don coordinated the location, setup and staffing of a booth at the amateur
radio convention in Orlando, Florida, one of the world’s largest telecommunications conferences. Don has led
District 7’s participation at this event for the last five years; the district benefits by recruiting new members to the
Auxiliary every year, and Auxiliarists hold a meeting there to answer questions, clarify procedures, explain the
latest technology and provide do’s and don’ts of communications.
Coast Guard Station Brunswick, Georgia, benefits from Don’s watch standing skills and knowledge. One of his
favorite stories is the time he received an alert from an emergency satellite beacon in the Atlantic, 40
miles east of the station. A helicopter dispatched to the scene found a large sailboat foundering in 12-foot seas.
The stranded captain at first refused help, instead requesting a commercial towing company. When the captain
learned that the commercial tow boat would have to wait up to 12 hours for calmer seas, down from the helicopter
went the swimmer, while beneath the waves went the boat. As the Coast Guard swimmer reached the surface, up
popped the head of the captain from below the waves. Reaching for salvation and clamoring for his cat, the captain
was grabbed by the swimmer, who was also able to nab the cat. All safely returned to the helicopter.
So, goes the talk, talk, talk, and that’s a good thing.

US Coast Guard Auxiliary History
During World War II many Auxiliarists became temporary members of the Coast Guard Reserve. The temporary
members brought their boats which would be used for patrols. Coast Guard Headquarters allowed some of those boats to
be equipped with machine guns and they could carry pistols and rifles on patrols. In 1941 the Coast Guard, Coast Guard
Reserve, and Coast Guard Auxiliary was transferred from the United States Treasury Department to the United States
Department of the Navy [8] and in 1942 the Coast Guard Auxiliary was authorized to wear uniforms.
During the war Auxiliarists would help the Coast Guard with recruiting and training active duty personnel. Beginning in
1942, in response to the growing German U-Boat threat to the United States, the U.S. Navy ordered the acquisition of the
"maximum practical number of civilian craft in any way capable of going to sea in good weather for a period of at least 48
hours." A large number of vessels, owned and piloted by Auxiliarists with crews made-up of Coast Guard reservists, madeup the bulk of the American coastal anti-submarine warfare capability during the early months of World War II. As newly
constructed warships took over the load, the Coast Guard abandoned the concept. None of the two thousand civilian craft,
armed with depth charges stowed on their decks, ever sank a submarine, though they did rescue several hundred survivors
of torpedoed merchant ships. From 1942 through the rest of the war Auxiliarists and Coast Guard reservists served on
local Port Security Forces to protect the shipping industry.
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Member Profile

This month’s Auxiliary profile is Catherine Worthley.
1. Why did you join the Auxiliary?
I joined the Auxiliary to compliment my work for the Port of Portland, advance my training and belong to a
group of like, minded people.

2. What is your favorite activity when you are not working for the Auxiliary?
In my free time I work in my recording studio recording songs on a multi track suite that I post on my online
page and share with people.

3. If you are employed currently, where are you employed and what is the nature of
your job? If you are retired, what did you do before retirement?
I am employed by a major security contractor running and managing a force of officers who serve the city of
Portland dealing with Cruise ships, cargo ship and other venues.

4. What outside skills have you brought to the Auxiliary that have been particularly
useful?
I bring with me to the Auxiliary my experience in marine security
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5. What do you aspire to or what do you like most about the Auxiliary?
I would like to advance my knowledge in as many areas as I can that relate to the shipping industry here in Casco Bay.

6. If you could have any boat you want, what would you choose and why?
If I could have any boat I want it would be a small fast pursuit craft to use on my job removing craft from our
restricted area.

What is SUP
Submitted by Peter Poulin
SUP is the official acronym for Standup Paddle boarding. Kayaking has been the fastest growing water sport in recent
years, but it may be pushed aside by the increasingly popular Standup Paddleboard.
Like other paddleboard sports, Standup Paddle boarding originated in Hawaii and actually has ancient roots. It became
more popular as surf instructors and photographers sought a better vantage point on the water to do their work.
Standup Paddleboards are a cross between a kayak and surfing. It is popular because it can be done in a variety of
settings. It is often seen on flat water both on the ocean and on lakes and near shore, but it can handle open water all the
way to surfing waves.
SUP boards and paddles range in price, design and materials and like everything else dealing with water sports, there is a
broad range of prices. The more expensive gear is designed for intermediate to experienced paddlers.
New users are highly encouraged to go to a local SUP shop and take a lesson and rent gear before buying. Different boards
will feel different.
Though it may appear fairly benign, Standup Paddle boarding is inherently dangerous and users must have the
appropriate gear. The USCG classifies a paddle board as a vessel and as such, the user must have a Personal Floatation
Device and a signaling device at all times. The board should also have a board leash so that if the user falls off, the board
will not get away. Same is true for Paddle leashes. Remember that the propulsion is the paddle and there may be quite a
distance back to shore. Users need to have adequate safety gear to prevent injury or death. This would include such
things as a PFD, a safety whistle, and if possible, a first aid kit, sunscreen, and a VHF.
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Like any other watersport, Standup Paddleboarders need to consider weather conditions and water temperatures when
venturing out. Immersion in cold water requires a wet suit or dry suit depending on the temperature of the water. Proper
foot protection can be important along the rocky coast and rivers as well. A dry bag is also a good idea for bringing other
items that may be useful and require to be kept dry.
Finally, Standup Paddleboarders should consider having a buddy to enjoy the sport with. Paddling with others is always
more fun. Should Paddleboarders venture out alone, it is essential that they leave some kind of float plan behind. And as
with all other paddle craft, an If-Found sticker should be affixed to the paddleboard.

Upcoming Event Reminder:
5/14/18 Flotilla Meeting - American
Legion South Portland

5/21/2018 Flotilla Staff Meeting

6/11/18 Flotilla Meeting - American
Legion South Portland

6/25/2018 Flotilla Staff Meeting

6/9/2018 Walking the working
Water front

LINK TO COMPLETE FLOTILLA SCHEDULE
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